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Abstract 

The work presented in this thesis concerns the dimensioning of an Energy Storage System 
(ESS) which will be used as an energy buffer for a grid-connected PV plant. This ESS 
should help managing the PV plant to inject electricity into the grid according to the 
requirements of the grid System Operator. It is desired to obtain a final production not 
below 1300kWh/kWp with a maximum ESS budget of 0.9€/Wp. The PV plant will be sited 
in Martinique Island and connected to the main grid. This grid is a small one where the 
perturbations due clouds in the PV generation are not negligible anymore. 

A software simulation tool, incorporating a model for the PV-plant production, the ESS 
and the required injection pattern of electricity into the grid has been developed in MS 
Excel. This tool has been used to optimize the relevant parameters defining the ESS so 
that the feed-in of electricity into the grid can be controlled to fulfill the conditions given 
by the System Operator. The inputs used for this simulation tool are, besides the 
conditions given by the System Operator on the allowed injection pattern, the production 
data from a similar PV-plant in a close-by location, and variables for defining the ESS. The 
PV production data used is from a site with similar climate and weather conditions as for 
the site on the Martinique Island and hence gives information on the short term insolation 
variations as well as expected annual electricity production. The ESS capacity and the 
injected electric energy will be the main figures to compare while doing an economic study 
of the whole plant. Hence, the Net Present Value, Benefit to Cost method and Pay-back 
period studies are carried on as dependent of the ESS capacity. 

The conclusion of this work is that it is possible to obtain the requested injection pattern 
by using an ESS. The design of the ESS can be made within an acceptable budget. The 
capacity of ESS to link with the PV system depends on the priorities of the final output 
characteristics, and it also depends on which economic parameter that is chosen as a 
priority. 
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1 Introduction 
 
1.1 Motivation 

Renewable Energy is seen nowadays as a possibility of reducing the CO2 emitted by energy 
generation and as path to a better and less polluted environment. One, and probably the 
most important, handicap of most of these generation technologies is the non-
manageability of their generation. Particularly, the Photovoltaic systems generate energy 
according to the insolation every given moment. 
 
Especially in smaller electric grids with a high percentage of generation obtained for the 
so-called non-manageable generation technologies the general behavior of the grid is being 
disturbed. As the PV installed power is low in a certain region, the perturbations due the 
variability of energy produced and its fluctuations are not problematic when matching the 
energy production and consumption, but when the energy generated by non-manageable 
increase this disequilibrium is not negligible anymore.“The intermittent power might cause 
destabilization of the electric grids causing potential blackouts, weakening voltage and causing damage to 
industrial equipment.”(Natural Group, 2013) 
 
Therefore efforts are today put into finding solutions that would allow better 
manageability of the generation from PV systems. If successful, that would reduce the 
stress on the grid, and make it easier to introduce a large proportion of renewable energies. 
These stabilizing measures are being requested by some grid operators in order to connect 
the plant without creating manageability problems. 
 
The solutions, so far, seem to be focused on efficient energy storage systems (ESS). After a 
resources analysis and solar production estimation; a smart injection system has to be 
developed that control the energy flows. The injection system stores the energy in the ESS 
whenever there is a surplus in the generation from the PV system. This energy will be 
recouped from the ESS and injected to the grid if the energy produced by the PV is not 
enough. One challenge of finding a solution lies in the lack of generation data of big PV 
plants which are able to create perturbations in smaller grids. This data is needed to predict 
possible future behaviors of the plant and control the system voltage and power (both 
active and reactive) levels to avoid the grid perturbations. (Lin et al., 2012) 
 
 
 
1.2 Related Studies 

This thesis concerns the design of an Energy Storage System for a larger PV installation 
plant on the Martinique Island. There are many energy storage technologies in the market. 
Each of them is suitable for certain circumstances and many features have to be taken into 
account when deciding on a suitable solution for particular case of the plant at the 
Martinique Island. The most important aspects of the ESS to be considered for this plant 
are: 

• Number of charge/discharge cycles. 

• Start-up time. 

• Technology maturity. 

• Price per kWh. 

• Cycle efficiency. 

• Initial investment cost. 

• System area. 
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The literature review presented below was done to understand which storage technology 
suits better to the plant at the Martinique Island. The final technology decision made by 
the company for this plant settled on the use of lithium-ion batteries. 
 
Hanley et al. address in their research the advantages, disadvantages and costs of several 
types of electrical energy storage that are considered candidates for integration with PV 
systems (Hanley et al., 2012). In Table 1¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la 
referencia.(Hanley et al., 2012), the costs of each technology are shown and compared. A 
certain number of cycles are assumed in the paper and the price over 10 years is calculated. 
Highlighted is the price for Li-ion Batteries: 150 $/kWh, which makes it one of the 
cheapest technologies. 
 

Table 1: Cost of technology storage in$/kWh. 

 
 
It is also interesting to point out that the price of Lithium batteries is foreseen to decrease 
in the following years. According with the study done by Deutsche Bank (Deutsche Bank, 
2010) the price of lithium in 2009 was 650$/kWh and is expected to decrease to 
250$/kWh in 2020. 
 
It is important to compare all the different kinds of technologies. Efficiency and lifetime 
are possibly the most important features for this plant in the process of choosing a storage 
technology. The chart made by the “Electricity Storage Association” (Electricity Storage 
Association, 2011)Figure 1, shows the efficiency and life-time for most of the available 
technologies in the market and compares them. 
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Figure 1: Lifetime and efficiency of ESS technologies. 

 
Figure 1 shows that among the batteries as energy storage Li-ion is the one which bears 
the highest number of working cycles. According to the comparison chart, there are some 
other technologies that seem to be better than Li-ion for the energy storage but the 
company decided that they or a combination of different technologies were not as suitable 
as Li-ion storage technology taking into consideration other criteria such as price per kWh, 
technology maturity, space needed for the system or initial investment. “Requirements set for 
ES are: fast reaction time, high efficiency, maturity of the technology, possibility of freely sizing storage 
power and capacity, efficiency, maintenance ease and relatively long cycle life. Lithium ion batteries are 
meeting all those requirements and, moreover, it is likely that their performance will be significantly 
improved due to large research effort which is being performed especially focused on its potential application 
to electric vehicles” (Beltran et al., 2011) 
 
The specific purpose of the ESS designed in this thesis is to deliver a constant and 
continuous power to the grid. This power will increase rapidly until the reference power; 
the PV plant will deliver this power over the day and at the end of the day this power will 
decrease rapidly until 0. The daily power injection over the time has to look as a trapezium 
with a long base. No published reference to a similar application has been found, however 
energy storage systems, combined with PV systems, have been used for different purposes 
before. Some of these applications are published by other authors, and commented in the 
following chapters.  
 

1.2.1. Peak cut systems with ESS 

This application of ESS is mostly used in residential PV systems in order to match the load 
and the generation. The generation peak is shifted thanks to the ESS and energy can be 
used when required by the load. The ESS therefore works as energy buffer to the PV 
system at times of power surplus. 
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Figure 2: Conceptual figure of ESS operation as energy buffer (Goto et al., 2011). 

The idea of shifting the production peak in time was used by (Goto et al., 2011) where a 
Just-In-Time modeling method was used to forecast the residential load. Using this load 
information it was possible dimensioning a suitable ESS.  
 
A similar idea was used by Oudalov et al. when optimizing the energy storage capacity and 
the power of an ESS for a peak load shaving application. The method assesses a customer 
load profile and finds the optimal ESS size in order to provide an electricity bill reduction 
(Oudalov et al., 2007). 
 
A variant of PV + ESS is presented by Hida et al. where the ESS uses grid energy for 
charging during the night as well as PV during the day. The main propose of doing so is to 
smooth the fluctuations of the PV generation. The ESS dimensioning is done by a 
simulator where the inputs are values forecasted of energy production and loads (Hida et 
al., 2010).  
 
Another dimensioning method is presented by Wakao et al. where the ESS capacity 
required for the cut-off power is calculated by the estimation method prescribed by 
Standard of Battery Association (SBA) of Japan (Wakao et al., 2003). The cut-off power is 
maximum power which PV+ESS are able to supply. 
 
Basically, the peak cut property is a main point of study when dimensioning ESS in this 
thesis. It should store the energy surplus at some point in the day and release it when 
required by the injection pattern. The ESS dimensioning ideas presented above will not 
directly match what is required in this case. The local climate and the injection special 
conditions required motivate the creation of a new dimensioning format.  
 

1.2.2. ESS as buffers for fluctuations 

An interesting use of ESS is as energy buffer in order to mitigate the intermittence of PV 
energy generation. The main idea is to eliminate the destabilizing effects of solar irradiance 
intermittency in the grid and provide a smooth generation curve. This idea is used by 
Mossoba et al., in whose study the control system injects the PV energy into the grid or 
stores it in the ESS (Mossoba et al., 2010). The ESS will release the energy when needed in 
order to maintain a stable injection curve. Therefore the ESS helps to provide a smooth 
generation curve of the PV system. The benefits of adding small amounts of ESS to a PV 
system can be seen in Figure 3. In this system a 5kWh ESS was added to a 22kW PVS 
(Mossoba et al., 2010). 
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Figure 3: Smooth production curve of PV+ESS. 

 
Another version of ESS as buffer is the one developed by Esmaili and Nasiri. Similar to 
the system described above, the energy from the PV panel can be stored in the ESS or 
injected to the grid. The ESS itself can provide the energy injection if needed, regardless of 
solar panel. The difference with the previous configuration is that the ESS can be charged 
from the grid if required. The system is shown in Figure 4(Esmaili and Nasiri, 2009). 
 

 
Figure 4: Electric schema of Esmaili and Nasiri system. 

 
As suggested by Beltran et al. in “Photovoltaic Plants Generation Improvement Using Li-Ion 
Batteries as Energy Buffer” the procedure and configuration of the power control differs for 
sunny days when the production is stable and for cloudy days when there are no 
predictable values of irradiance (Beltran et al., 2011). This fact points out the essentiality of 
improvement in the weather forecast service and the need of analyze differently the 
seasons of the year. 
 
To control the fluctuations of the PV generation is the other main point of study while 
dimensioning ESS in this thesis. The ESS should ensure the injection of a continuous 
amount of power into the grid even if the PV generation is not enough. Also in this case 
the ESS dimensioning ideas presented above will not directly match what is required in 
this case. The required injection pattern and the penalties due the inability to match the 
pattern motivate the creation of a new dimensioning format.  
 

1.2.3. ESS for Energy Commercialization 

This model is designed to transform the intermittency of the PV energy into a regulated 
and manageable energy generation as well as to help in the balancing and regulation of 
power fluctuations in the grid. The model includes data on an ESS, PV production 
estimations and weather forecasting. The idea of the model looks at selling PV energy in 
the regular market (POOL), without subsidies. To do so, it is required to know the 
production in the different time frames and to keep the production constant during that 
time frame. 
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The model developed by Beltran et al., in “Predictive Power Control for PV Plants With Energy 
Storage” includes weather forecasting using a “model predictive control” which will adjust 
the data taken from the irradiation curves provided by PVGIS database in order to predict 
the solar irradiation with the most accurate possible (Beltran et al., 2012). 
 
Another proposal by Beltran et al., in “Daily Solar Energy Estimation for Minimizing Energy 
Storage Requirements in PV Power Plants” is based on the real-time calculation of the PV 
energy produced by the panels throughout the day. The difference between the real 
production and the calculation is called “Cloudiness coefficient” which will provide 
significant information to evaluate the actual production (Beltran et al., 2012). The Energy 
Management Strategy (EMS) presented by Beltran et al., in “Evaluation of Storage Energy 
Requirements for Constant Production in PV Power Plants” is focused on new solutions to 
balance the grid power fluxes, that are to prevent blackouts and to keep all the operating 
parameters under control (Beltran et al., 2012).   
 

1.2.4. Capacity dimensioning 

After having reviewed other authors publications it is clear that some of them have used 
the ESS similarly to what is needed for this thesis (trying to have a manageable energy 
production). However none of them have provided a solution to have a fixed, constant 
and continuous energy production over the time. Therefore the capacity dimensioning 
used in the studies above cannot be used straight off, as their problems and goals are 
different than the one exposed for this thesis work. 
 
The purpose of the literature review by Hoffman et al., was to review pertinent literature 
and studies to identify the current state-of-the-art models and analytical tools that optimize 
the sitting, sizing and economic value of energy storage in a smart grid infrastructure. This 
infrastructure manages efficiently the load and the generation using an IT system 
(Hoffman et al., 2010).This study reviews commercial (Power world, Energy 2020, etc.) 
and non-commercial (Homer, RETScreen, etc.) models to size ESS and concludes the 
review as follows: “This literature review resulted in finding no models that would be useful for sizing, 
placement and optimization of energy storage in a smart grid environment”. Therefore, to meet the 
system requirements in this plant it is needed to develop an adapted method to dimension 
the capacity of the ESS and an algorithm to control the production simulator of the 
Energy Storage + PV System. This dimensioning method will be based on providing 
certain energy production, measured in kWh/kWp per year under the restrictive conditions 
set by the grid operator (2.3.1). 
 

 

1.3 Genia Global Energy 

Genia Global Energy is the story of a team of engineers specialized in renewable energies grown into 
entrepreneurs. Experienced in all steps of the energy business, from engineering to promotion. Genia Global 
Energy has built projects of different size and complexity all over Spain and France, accumulating a wide 
knowledge in design, construction, project management and analysis for important national and foreign 
customers who set the commercial targets.(Genia Global Energy, 2012). 
 
Genia Global Energy provided the winning tender in the procurement process of a French 
National Tender in August 2012 to design and implement two PV plants. Each of the 
2,475 MW PV plants shall include a storage system in order to generate a manageable 
energy production. Both plants are placed overseas, on the Martinique Island. (EDF, 
2012).Both plants are in design phase, therefore most of the final decisions about the 
layout, manufacturers and some dimensioning are still to be taken. 
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1.4 Aims 

The aim of the thesis is to find a suitable energy storage solution for the PV plants. The 
storage system shall be designed to fulfill the following requirements: 

• Provide a manageable energy supply as required by the system operator. 
(2.2.1System Operator). 

• Meet the economic boundaries set by the company. The maximum budget for the 
energy storage system is 0.9 €/Wp. (Butler, 2012). 

• Reach a final production of 1300kWh/kWp. (Butler, 2012). 

The storage system will be assessed and simulated in order to predict the behavior of the 
whole PV plant during injection into the grid. 
 

 

1.5 Method 

The thesis is focused on the design and optimization of the storage system in order to 
achieve the aims proposed above. The modeling requires a number of concrete steps: 
 

• Meteorological data sets need to be acquired and processed in order to obtain 
the most accurate data for the exact location of the plant. 

• Develop a calculation tool in which the different data needed for the modeling 
and simulation (weather data, PV plant data, storage variables data…) can be 
handled.  

• Design a model to simulate the injection of the PV plant to the grid, and which 
will in the end allow for a fulfillment of the management conditions required 
by the system operator. 

• Simulate and optimize the ESS using the injection model, in order to obtain 
the required capacity and cycles of the storage system for the different possible 
scenarios and ratios storage capacity /production.  

• Calculate the plant production under certain storage criteria. 

• Calculate the plant production under different parameters of injection. 

• Obtain reliable economic figures to be included in the financial model of plant 
in order to calculate the whole project profitability. 

• Sum up the final results and conclusions. 

In order to clarify the upcoming procedure a flow chart of the methodology in the thesis 
work can be seen in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Flow chart of methodology in the thesis work. 
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2 Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions of this plant are somewhat special, and require a unique 
approach to find the solution to the plant design. In the following chapters, the local 
climate, the grid where the PV plant will be connected and the specific conditions 
requested by the grid operator will be explained. 
 

2.1 Location and Climate 

The location where the plants will be implemented offers its specific weather conditions. 
The weather is a main reason for why the ESS is needed, and will serve as important input 
data to the injection model.  
 

2.1.1. Location 

The two PV installations will be located on the Martinique Island (14°40′N 61°00′W), in 
the French Caribbean. Each of the two plants has a power of 2.475MW, and located 20 
km apart, as indicated on the map (Figure 10). The PV-plants will be identical, and only 
one design will be studied. This design will be implemented at both sites. Therefore only 
one set of weather data will be used as input data for the injection model. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 6: Martinique Island Solar Global Horizontal Irradiation (SolarGis, 2012). 
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2.1.2. Clouds 

The Martinique Island has volcanic origin, still with a volcano on it (Mount Pelée, 1397m) 
(San Diego State University, 2002). The weather there can change drastically in matter of 
minutes, just to come back again to its previous state after a period of time. These sharp 
weather changes make the solar production swing really fast. The main reason for these 
quick weather changes is the movement of clouds around the volcano.  
 
Usually the average daily solar production over the year is quite stable, due the proximity 
of the island to the equator (Figure 13). The few exceptions, they are days of very bad 
weather during the hurricane season, stretching from approximately June to November 
(FCO, 2013), when the weather may change drastically. During this season it is possible 
see days of very low solar energy production. The differences between a clear sky and 
cloudy day PV production can be seen in Figure 7. There are many cloudy days similar to 
the one shown by the yellow line in the figure, and few days with the ideal clear sky, as 
represented by the blue line. As mentioned before the clouds often move quickly over the 
locations of the PV plants, which render accurate insolation predictions with high time 
resolution almost impossible. 
 

 

Figure 7: Clear sky and cloudy day production examples for a 2.0MW plant in Martinique. 

 

Another important fact to point out is the variations of year average insolation within the 
island. These variations are consequences of the volcano phenomena explained before and 
are responsible for differences up to 35% in total solar irradiation between close locations 
in the island. Therefore it is not possible to have an accurate insolation value until 
pyranometers are installed at the exact location of the plant. For calculation issues in this 
thesis work the island’s average will be used.  
 

2.1.3. Solar Irradiation 

The average daily solar radiation, as mentioned before, is however quite stable over the 
year. Therefore also the accumulated monthly radiation is quite stable (Table 12). The 
mean yearly solar irradiation on the island is about 2100kWh/ (m2*year) (Figure 6) and the 
seasonal changes are smooth.  
 
The insolation data used has been obtained from different sources: 

• Meteonorm uses data obtained empirically from stations placed on ground for the 
period 1986 – 2005. Perez and Boland methods are used (Meteonorm v7, 2012). 
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• NASA uses data monthly for a grid of 1ºx1º obtained by satellite for the period 
1983 – 1993 (NASA-SSE, 2012). 

The data above mentioned will be used to study the need of having a correction factor to 
accurately compare the irradiation data for Martinique Island and Guadeloupe Island. 
(Table 13). 
 

2.1.4. Ambient Temperature 

The ambient temperature is, as the solar irradiation, quite stable over the year. The voltage 
of the PV panels has temperature dependence, and the low temperature variations will 
hence help to stabilize the production. Therefore the temperature variations will be 
disregarded in the injection modeling. As Meteonom and NASA show slightly different 
temperature recordings, an average of the two have been used. The result is plotted in 
Figure 8.The average temperature for the whole year is 26.4 ºC. 
 

 
Figure 8: Monthly Ambient Temperature Martinique. 
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2.2 Island’s Grid 

Martinique Island’s grid is an isolated electric system without connection to any other 
island or the mainland; therefore any load demand has to be matched with the generation 
on the island, and any perturbation produced in the grid has to be solved within itself. Due 
this circumstance is important for the grid operator to have a constant and predictable 
electricity generation. 
 
This problem makes the grid operator impose certain conditions and specifications under 
which is possible or not to inject energy into the grid. As the aim for Renewable Energy in 
Martinique Island is the 53% of end energy consumed in 2020 (Table 2) this percentage 
means, approximately, 420 GWh of green energy production 9% of the annual energy 
consumption is supposed to be generated by Photovoltaic technology; this percent is 
included in the 53% total of green energy. The installed PV power in June 2011 is 38MW 
and is expected to reach, at least, 90MW in 2020 and it is foreseen to be 110MW (French 
Gouvernment, 2012). 
 

2.2.1. System Operator 

EDF (Électricité de France) is the system operator in Martinique Island. The operator 
regulates the grid and matches the energy generation/consumption of the island, and is 
therefore responsible for the adequate generation of energy on the proper time. (EDF, 
2012). The operator will arrange a PPA (Power Purchase Agreement) with the promoters, 
who own the energy generation capacity. As a condition, the system operator has to be 
provided with the requested information on the predicted generation from the PV plant in 
order to plan the generation from other technologies to match the foreseen consumption 
curve (2.3.1). 
 
The increase of Renewable Energy injection in the grid implies an increase of injection 
from non-manageable sources, such as the PV. This leads the grid operator to include 
certain measures in order to have a manageable injection to the mains and to avoid 
disturbances on the island’s grid: 

• The System Operator regulates the amount of energy provided by renewable 
sources using the “Project Tender” (Appeld’offres). By this tender a PPA is 
offered to the selected plants, and only those will be paid for the injected energy 
into the grid. 

• The PV generation plant has to be accompanied with an Energy Storage System in 
order to produce a manageable production curve. 

2.2.2. Island’s Energy Mix 

The major part of the energy production in Martinique comes from thermal plants such as 
diesel generators and gas combustion turbine, the percentage of energy which provides 
from renewable sources in 2011 is 3.4%.(EDF, 2012). 

Table 2: Martinique Energy Mix. 

 
 

Annual Balance 2011 

Energy Mix 

Incineration 0.92% 14.5GWh 

Wind 0.08% 1.3GWh 

PV 2.44% 38.4GWh 

Thermal 96.56% 1521.8GWh 

TOTAL 100% 1576GWh 

Incineration

; 0.92%

Wind; 

0.08%
PV; 2.44%

Thermal; 

96.56%

Figure 9: Martinique Energy Consumption Mix. 
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The fact that most of the generation comes from non-renewable thermal processes 
encourages the French Gouvernment, through the grid operator, to promote Renewable 
Energy as suitable generation technology. Renewable Energy is an unlimited source of 
energy which does not depend on the price of raw material. The used raw material in 
Martinique’s generation, diesel and gas, are nowadays escalating prices really fast. 
This scenario allows EDF to accept projects in the National Tender which request a high 
energy tariff. The requested and accepted tariff for the PV plants offered by Genia Global 
Energy is 350€/MWh.(EDF, 2012). The reason of this high tariff is to allow for the 
manageability of the production by including an energy storage system that will provide 
the possibility of a more stable energy injection. 
The strategic plan for the next 20 years regarding energy generation in Martinique Island is, 
to increase the share of Renewable Energy with the target in 2030 of being 100% 
renewable. In this future scenario PV will mean a 12% of the annual foreseen production. 
Table 3. (BEJGANE, 2012). 
 
Table 3: Renewable Energy Escalation Foreseen Scenario. 

 

2010 2020 2030 

Type of Renewable 

Technology 

Installed  

(MW) 

Target 

 (MW) 

Annual 

Production 

Target 

(MW) 

Annual 

Production 

Wind 1 25 3% 40 6% 

Wind Offshore 0 0 0% 10 1% 

PV 38 110 9% 130 12% 

Hydroelectric 0 3.5 1% 5 3% 

Wastes Incineration 3 7 3% 7 4% 

Biomass 0.5 30 15% 50 32% 

Geothermal 0 30 15% 50 32% 

Ocean Thermal Energy 0 10 5% 10 6% 

TOTAL 42.5 215 53% 300 100% 

 

2.2.3. Grid distribution 

Martinique’s grid connects the main points of generation with a 63 kV transport grid. The 
transportation grid is joined with lower voltage transportation lines and the distribution 
grid in order to connect all the costumers with all the energy generators. The company in 
charge of the grid distribution is ERDF (Electricité Réseau Distribution France) (ERDF, 
2013). 
 
In Table 4 the main generation facilities and their locations on the island are listed in order 
to show the distribution of the energy in the grid (EDF, 2012).In the “operation” column 
the application of the production facilities are given meaning: 

• Base: Facilities with need long time for start-up or power output modification. 
Suitable for continuous generation with a cheap price per kWh. 

• Point: Suitable for power output modification but expensive generation per kWh. 

• Last resource: Expensive generation of energy per kWh also might create 
disturbances in the grid 

• Intermittent: Non constant energy generation. Non manageable technology unless 
an ESS is attached. 
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Table 4: Distribution of generation points within Martinique Island. 

Exploiter Site Technology Operation Nominal Power (MW) 

EDF Bellefontaine Diesel Base 10x20 

EDF Pointe des Carrières Diesel Base 2x40.6 

EDF Pointe des Carrières Gas Turbine Point 2x19.6 + 27 

EDF Bellefontaine Gas Turbine Point 22.6 

SIDEC Le Galion Gas Turbine Point 40 

SARA Fort de France Diesel Last resource 3 

MV Fort de France Boiler Last resource 4 

Aerowatt Morne Carrière Wind Turbines Intermittent 1.1 

(many) (many) PV Intermittent 54 

TOTAL 

   

471 MW 

 
In Figure 10 the main generation points in Martinique Island are shown and their 
connection with the 63 kV transportation line. (ADUAM, 2011)(EDF, 2012). In the figure 
it is also possible to find both of the plants under study in this thesis (PV+ESS plant). 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Martinique generation points and distribution grid. 
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2.3 Grid Operator Conditions 

2.3.1. System Injection 

The National Project Tender document (Appel d’offres) sets all the boundaries for the 
whole PV plant, the kind of technology, restrictions, suggestions, etc. Particularly 
important are the conditions settled in the Annex IV, where the conditions to deliver 
energy in the grid every day are specified. As the official document is written in French, 
only the conditions and specifications relevant to this thesis work have been translated, 
summarized and presented. The main points are: 
 

• It is only possible to inject one curve per day, which means when the energy 
deliver is over (injection power equals to 0) it is not possible to start delivering 
energy to the grid again later on, in the same day. 

• There are 3 different and successive phases of the allowed daily injection. These 
are 1) an increase phase, 2) a steady production phase and 3) a decrease phase. The 
curve of this pattern, in the ideal case, is a trapezium shape. 

• The maximum injection power, denoted as Reference Power, (Pref) is the 40% of the 
plant installed power, named as Nominal Power (Pnom). Therefore: 
 

  

Equation 1: Reference Power (Pref). 

1) Increase phase: The increase phase is the first phase of the day, during which the 
injection power increases. In this phase the power injected to the grid has to 
increase at a maximum rate of +0.6% of Pnom per minute, and must be larger or 
equal to 0% of Pnom per minute. 

2) Steady phase: The steady phase is the second phase, which comes after the increase 
phase. During this phase of the production, the installation has to inject a power 
level equal to Pref ±2.5% of Pnom. 

 
 

Equation 2: Pref variation 

3) Decrease phase: The decrease phase is the third and last phase of the day, during 
which the power that the plant injects to the grid decreases. During the phase the 
injected power has to decrease at a maximum rate of -0.6% of Pnom per minute, and 
at least equal -0% of Pnom per minute. The Maximum Power Variation (MPV) is the 
maximum power increase or decrease per minute in phase 1) or 3). 

 
Equation 3: Maximum Power Variation. 

 
The Maximum Energy Variation (MEV) is the maximum energy increase or 
decrease per minute in phase 1) or 3). 

 
 

Equation 4: Maximum Energy Variation. 
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• One day in advance, the producer, in this case the owner of the plant has to notify 
to the system operator, EDF, estimation about next day’s production. This 
estimation needs to include: 

a. An estimated end time of increase phase. 
b. An estimated start time of decrease phase. 
c. The length of time in the steady phase of power production, Pref, for the 

upcoming day. 
d. The times to notify to the system operator are exacts (h:00)or half exact 

(h:30) with a ±1 min of tolerance. 
 

• The same day of production, the producer has to notify to the system operator the 
following information about the generation: 

a. At least one hour before the end of increase phase, the end time of 
increase phase has to be given. Time has to be full hours (h:00) or half 
hours (h:30) and the  power production has to stay constant at P =Pref, 
which cannot be higher than 40% ±2.5% of Pnom. 

b. At least one hour before the start of decrease phase, the start time of 
decrease phase has to be given. Time has to be full hours (h:00) or half 
hours (h:30). 

c. The notified times have to be respected with a range of ±1min. 
 

2.3.2. System Penalties 

In the following cases the system operator will apply a penalty to the producer: 
• If there is no notification given to the system operator the day prior to the 

injection, no remuneration for the energy injected on the un-notified day will be 
made to the producer. 

• If no definitive notification is given to the system operator on the day of 
production, no remuneration for the injection will be made to the producer. 

• If there is a variation greater than ±2.5% of Pnom during the Steady Phase; the hour 
where the variation happens will not be remunerated.  

• If the increase/decrease rate limits during the Increase / Decrease Phase are 
exceeded; the hour where the excess happens will not be remunerated.   

• If the notified time of ending the increase phase or starting the decreasing phase is 
exceeded by >1min; the hour where the excess happens will not be remunerated.   
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2.4 System Schematics 

The schematics of the system presented in Figure 11 are an explanation of the solution to 
adopt in order to fulfill what is required by the Grid Operator. The PV plant production 
pattern is modified with an ESS to match the pattern required by the Grid Operator. 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Schema of the required solution. PV+ESS. 

 
 
In Figure 12 the electric schema for the plant is presented. The current in PVS and ESS is 
direct (DC) and both systems include a DC/DC converter to adjust the voltage. The plant 
includes a DC/AC converter which will include a transformer in order to inject an 
alternate current with the same voltage as required in the connection point to the grid. 
 

 
Figure 12: Electric Schema of the proposed solution. 

 
In the point A) Figure 12 is measured the PV production of the plant as if a regular plant 
would be. In point B) Figure 12the final generation of the plant is measured; in this point 
is measured only the final production. This production will satisfy the injection conditions 
settled by the System Operator. 
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3 Simulator 
In this chapter the procedure for data collection and the implementation of data into the 
calculation tool will be explained. As much as the inner procedure followed by the 
calculation tool. The software used to develop the simulator is Excel from Microsoft 
Office. 

 
3.1 Meteorological Data Processing 

The meteorological data which will be used in the calculation tool comes from two 
different sources; one empirical and one theoretical. 
 
The empirical data will provide the variable shape of the daily production curve. Although 
the amount of energy generated might have to be adjusted with a correction factor. This is 
due the distance between the plants, the probable difference in annual irradiation at the 
places and the fact that the empirical data is obtained for a 386 days. A 20 years average 
data would be better to use when calculate the final plant production. 
 
The theoretical data, obtained from meteorological stations or satellites, would be used in 
order to compare the plant sites and create correction factors that might be used to vary 
the final plant production. The correction factors will multiply the empirical data obtained 
from the Guadeloupe plant in order to correct them for the use in Martinique Island and 
as a 20-years production average.  
 

3.1.1. Empirical Generation Data 

The empirical data that is to be used as input to the injection model has been obtained 
from a PV plant in Guadeloupe Island, which is similar in size to the PV plants that are 
being designed for the Martinique Island. Also the weather conditions in Guadeloupe are 
comparable to those at the Martinique Island, which makes it possible to use the data set 
from Guadeloupe as a reasonable starting point. The data set from the PV plant in 
Guadeloupe includes power and generated energy every 5minutes. 
 
To obtain the final data to introduce in the simulator, a relation between real plant’s and 
the in this thesis studied plant’s power was done. The Performance Ratio (PR), defined as 
relationship between the actual and theoretical energy outputs of the PV plant, (SMA, 
2013) can be taken as the same value in both plants since the temperature is similar in both 
locations and the plant design will be similar. This temperature is constant and almost the 
same throughout the year. (Figure 8). 
 
The PV plant placed in Guadeloupe has the following characteristics: 

• Location: Petit Canal, Guadeloupe 

• Nominal Power: 2800 kW 

• Peak Power: 3057.9 kWp 

• Panels: SCHUCO PS04 235 W 

• Azimuth: 180º (South) 

• Panel inclination: 12º 

• Performance Ratio (PR): 83% 

• Converter Power: 394.8 kW 

The data obtained are the times and values for the generated power and energy with an 
output interval of 5min. This empirical data is important in order to understand how the 
clouds affect the production, with what frequency they pass by and for how long time. The 
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intermittent power output from the plant in Guadeloupe is supposed to resemble the 
production of the PV plant at the Martinique Island. However, there are still differences 
between the sites and plants that impose limitations when using the data set as input for 
sizing the ESS. These limitations and the attempts to compensate for them are described 
below. 

 

3.1.1.1. Limitations 

• The main limitation of the empirical data is that it comes from a site located quite 
far from where the plant under study will be built. A correction factor could be 
used in order to make the sites comparable. See section (3.1.3). 

• The empirical data is obtained from July 2011 to October 2012. Therefore, there 
are a five months with the double data, this issue will be solved by studying the 
data month by month and not as a whole set and afterwards, summing up the 
energy generated of the whole year. 

• There are some days where the plant was out of order and some days where the 
register were not working properly, those days were delete and only the days where 
the production was continuous were taken into consideration. Therefore the 
generation time of the plant does not include any maintenance days. 

• In the same way, the production registered in the data it is not trustable since it is 
only taking into account 16 months, which adds some uncertainty to the further 
plant production. It will be desirable to work with 20 year averages in order to 
estimate the future plan production. Therefore a correction factor could be used in 
order to make it comparable to a 20 years average (3.1.3). The amount of “useful” 
days for the calculation is 386. 

 
Table 5: Monthly average generation with empirical data. 

Month Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Av. Year 

Amount of days 28 26 28 28 25 29 33 59 34 50 16 30 365 

Average Production (kWh/kWp) 146 139 148 136 126 150 153 137 140 133 114 107 1630 

 
• Another of the limitations for the data is the time resolution of the output. The 5-

min-data obtained for the calculations is quite precise, but it may still happen that 
some fast variations in power and irradiance which might happen in course of 
seconds when a cloud drifts by cannot be seen. One of the biggest limitations is 
hence, that the data does not allow tracking the behavior of the power plant in 
“real time”. 
 
From an energy storage perspective, this problem may be addressed by taking as 
valid supposition the fact that the data lags 5 min behind the solar radiation. To do 
so will require us to “block” certain capacity in the storage system. The block 
capacity in the worst case, where the injection power is maximum, may be 
calculated as: 

 
 

 

The chosen power is the maximum injection power possible, 990kW (disregarding 
the ±2.5% of Pnom); and the period is 5min. Also, the efficiency of the 
charge/discharge cycle is not taken into consideration in this calculation. 
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The resulting value of the estimated Block Capacity is 82.5kWh. This is just a 
supposition which will not become real, but is simply a quantification of the 
“storage cost” of having data with a 5 minute time resolution. 

• The limitation of the empirical data is that the Performance Ratio is included in the 
final production of the plant, and there is no record of the irradiation data related 
to the production. This limitation will not be a problem when calculating a final 
accurate production of the plant or when calculating cycles and ESS operation. 
Due to this fact, when looking to the PV production in Figure 28, Figure 29 and 
Figure 30 it has to be taken into account that there is a reduction of 17% due 
Performance Ratio in the power production compared to the theoretical energy 
output. 

 
Figure 13: Calculated Daily Solar Generation in Guadeloupe by month. 

 
In Figure 13 the daily generation is shown, this is the generation direct from the 
Guadeloupe’s PV plant without the pattern conversion via ESS. The graph indicates how 
the generation varies within the months and also over the whole year. It is important 
notice that in some of the days the generation is very low; in those days it is suggested to 
study a decrease of power injection into the grid. Those days are the very bad weather days 
on the island which might concur with the hurricane season. 
 

3.1.2. Theoretical Irradiation Data 

In order to compare the site where empirical data has been collected (Guadeloupe, France) 
and the site where the real plant will be erected (Martinique Island), a theoretical irradiation 
data study will be done. In this study the data from Guadeloupe and Martinique will be 
compared in order to have a correction factor applicable to the empirical data. To do so, 
data is taken from Meteonorm (Meteonorm, 2012) and NASA (NASA, 2012). The inputs 
to obtain the data are in Table 6. 
 

Table 6: Inputs to obtain meteorological data from the different sources. 

 

Meteonorm NASA 

Guadeloupe Raizet 14.6N; 61.0W 

Martinique Le Lamentine 16.26N; 61.52W 
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The compared data is the global horizontal irradiation and the inclined irradiation in both 
sites. The chosen inclination for the array is 12º, and the azimuth will be 180º (south 
oriented). These inclinations are chosen due to that the plant, from which the empirical 
data is taken, has this panel inclination and orientation. An inclination angle of 12º is also 
the optimum angle also for the site on the Martinique Island, as will be further motivated 
in section 4.1.1.In Table 12 and Table 13 it is possible see the horizontal irradiation data of 
Martinique and Guadeloupe. The average is calculated, in both cases, from the data 
obtained from Meteonorm (using both methods Perez and Boland) and the data from 
NASA. 
 
In Table 14 and Table 15 it is possible see the irradiation data at 12º inclination of 
Martinique and Guadeloupe. The average is calculated, in both cases, from the data 
obtained from Meteonorm (using both methods Perez and Boland and its calculation 
variants for inclined plane: Perez, Hay, Gueyard and Skartveit) and the data from NASA. 
The calculation of the irradiation in an inclined plane by the Perez and Hay methods has 
been done through the PVSyst software calculation tool. The calculated “Gain” shown in 
Table 14 and Table 15 is the comparison between horizontal and inclined data from the 
different data sources. In Table 7a summary of the data is shown. 
 

Table 7: Irradiation sites summary data. 

 

Meteonorm 

[kWh/m2] 

NASA 

[kWh/m2] 

Average 

[kWh/m2] 

 

 

Plane Inclined Plane Inclined Plane Inclined Gain 

Guadeloupe 1868 1908 2261 2333 2064 2120 3.46% 

Martinique 1981 2022 2224 2286 2103 2154 3.06% 

Gain 6.05% 5.97% -1.64% -2.01% 1.89% 1.60% - 

 

3.1.3. Correction Factor 

Some correction factors could be used in order to modify the empirical data obtained, so 
that it better match the conditions at the Martinique Island. These factors would vary the 
final whole production of the empirical data to obtain what would be the production in an 
average year in the requested location. 
 

• Correction factor due location: As seen in Table 7 the 20-years average of solar 
radiation in inclined plane is 1.60% higher in Martinique than in Guadeloupe. 

• Correction factor due time: The final production of the empirical plant is 1630 
kWh/kWp. Would be interesting to compare the solar radiation of the months 
when the plant has been working with the 20-years average solar radiation in the 
same site in Guadeloupe. Unfortunately this data is not available for us; therefore 
the correction factor can’t be created. 

• Conclusion: As the sites irradiation are really similar and the correction factor due 
time can’t be used, the data obtained from the empirical plant in Guadeloupe will 
be supposed to be good and used as 20-years average in Martinique. Therefore the 
multiply factor used as correction factor is 1. 

 

3.2 Variables definition 

In this section the variables used in the injection model calculation will be shown and 
explained. In this way a full understanding of the following calculations done with these 
variables will be obtained. 
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Table 8: Calculation tool variable explanation. 

Type Name Value Explanation 

Input Nominal Power 2475 kW PV plant nominal power. 

Input Reference Power 990  kW Maximum injection power to the grid. 

Input Deep Of Discharge 80% Energy storage system deep of discharge. 

Input Data Period 5 min Time interval of data input. 

Input Maximum Slope kW/min 
Maximum increase/decrease of energy during the 

respective phases (0.6% of Pnom). 

Input Tariff 0.35 €/kWh Injected energy price. 

Variable Storage kWh Energy storage capacity. 

Variable Limit Storage kWh Useful storage capacity (Storage*DOD). 

Variable Charge Efficiency % 
Efficiency of charge in the storage system (includes 

converter). 

Variable Discharge Efficiency % 
Efficiency of discharge out the storage system 

(includes converter). 

Variable Backup kWh Minimum energy backup prior to first injection. 

Variable Max Charge Power kW Maximum charge power into the storage system. 

Variable Injection Start h:00, h:30 Earliest possibility of injection start. 

Variable End Increase h:00, h:30 End of increase phase and start of Steady phase. 

Variable Start Decrease h:00, h:30 End of Steady phase and start of Decrease phase. 

Variable Regulation Band [0-2.5]% Power regulation in Steady phase. 

Output Energy Produced kWh Annual energy produced by PV. 

Output Energy Injected kWh Annual energy injected into the grid. 

Output Energy Penalty kWh Annual loss energy due penalties. 

Output Energy Efficiency Loss kWh Annual loss energy due storage system efficiency. 

Output Dumped Energy  kWh 
Annual dumped energy due full storage capacity 

reached. 

Output Cycles Charge - Cycles or mini-cycles of charge in storage system. 

Output Cycles Discharge - Cycles or mini-cycles of discharge in storage system. 

Output Increase Penalties - Penalties occurred during Increase phase. 

Output Steady Penalties - Penalties occurred during Steady phase. 

Output Decrease Penalties - Penalties occurred during Decrease phase. 

Output Final Production kWh/kWp Final annual plant production. 

 
 
3.3 Calculation and Simulations 

In this episode the calculations and the logics used for the injection model will be 
explained in order to understand how the simulator works. It will give a better 
understanding of the simulations done and the results achieved. 
 
 

3.3.1. Calculations 

Below, a basic presentation of the calculations done is provided. The equations used to 
obtain the results will be explained and reasoned.  
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3.3.1.1. Stored Energy 

The energy stored into the Energy Storage System depends upon the behavior of the PV 
generation and the injected energy.  

• If PV generation > Injected Energy � Surplus energy is stored in ESS. 

• If PV generation < Injected Energy �Lacking energy is released from ESS. 

In the store- or release process the charge or discharge efficiency is taken into account. 
The efficiency value for a whole cycle (charge & discharge) in the batteries under study is 
96 – 99%. (Saft Batteries, 2012).Also the efficiency of the converter is in this case used. 
The European efficiency for the DC/DC converter under study is 98.6%. (Ingeteam, 
2012). 
 
There is a maximum charge and discharge power for the storage system, this power 
depends on the storage system technology and on its capacity. These maximums should 
not be exceeded to avoid damage in the ESS. The discharge maximum power in Li-ion 
technology and for the capacities studied is much larger than 990kW (maximum injection 
power) therefore this maximum is not taken as limitation. In the other hand, the charge 
maximum power for the Li-ion batteries under study is C2, meaning that for a constant 
power the battery is charged in 2 hours. This figure would be considered as limitation for 
small storage capacities. 
 

3.3.1.2. Injected Energy 

The injected energy is the sum of PV generation + ESS energy released. The amount of 
power of both summands are in the range [0 - 990] kW and the maximum sum of them is 
990 kW as given by the Reference Power, Pref. The injected energy depends on the 
injection phase of the system. The phase and the system needs will settle the injection 
power. 
 

3.3.1.3. Dumped Energy 

Dumped Energy refers the energy lost due to the limited size of the ESS. This includes the 
energy lost because of having full energy storage and also the energy lost due to having a 
charging power greater than what the ESS can allow; an example can be seen in Figure 28. 
 

3.3.1.4. Energy Penalty 

It is the energy penalized on an hourly basis. This energy is equal to the injected energy in 
that hour until the fault moment (from h:00 till h:fault). After the fault the system will get 
shut off and there will not be any energy injection until the start of the new hour (h:00); 
the energy produced in the rest of the hour by the PV system will be directly stored in the 
ESS. 
 
After studying the grid operator conditions, it is supposed that the grid operator allows this 
abrupt disconnection of the plant after the first fault in order to avoid future faults. These 
disconnections will be taken into account as part of the day curve, and hence are not 
interpreted as the start of a new injection curve. Therefore the plant will inject the same 
power in the beginning of the new hour as it was injecting before the fault moment, or it 
will inject the power settle by the system due the current phase. 
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3.3.1.5. Charge / discharge cycles and micro-cycle 

In a full charge cycle the ESS goes from empty to full, and in a full discharge cycle the 
opposite way around.  A micro-cycle is a part of a full charge- or discharge cycle; it just 
means a change in the storage status. 
 
A charge cycle (or micro-cycle) is also defined as the period in between two discharge 
cycles (or micro-cycles) in the ESS. During a charge cycle (or micro-cycle) the energy in 
the storage increases. 
 
A discharge cycle (or micro-cycle) is also defined as the period in between two charge 
cycles (or micro-cycles) in the ESS. During a discharge cycle (or micro-cycle) the energy in 
the storage decreases. 
 
For calculation issues cycles and micro-cycles are counted as the same thing. 
 

3.3.1.6. Storage Status 

The storage status refers to the percentage of capacity which is charged at the moment.  
The useful capacity is taken as 80% of the nominal capacity of the ESS, which means that 
neither the range of [0% - 10%] nor the [90% - 100%] range of charge will be used for 
storage. This action to avoid full charge and full discharge is taken in order to provide for a 
longer ESS life. For calculation issues is supposed that the minimum charged capacity is 
20%, therefore the useful range is [20% - 100%] of the ESS whole capacity. The storage 
status is calculated dividing the energy stored by the whole capacity in the ESS +20%. 

 

Equation 5: Storage status calculation (%). 

 

3.3.1.7. Final Production 

The final production is the energy successfully injected into the grid, with energy lost due 
to penalties already discounted. It is measured in kWh/kWp and it can be expressed as: 
 

 

 

 
Equation 6: Plant final production calculation (kWh/kWp). 

 
 

3.3.2. Injection Model Flowcharts 

This section explains the logics behind the energy injection into the grid. The reasoning 
used to select the power level in the possible range of injections for a certain point. This 
procedure is used during the whole energy injection to the grid and decides how and when 
energy is injected. In the flow charts some variables are used, which are listed in Table 9. 
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Table 9: Variables used in the flow chart. 

Name Acronym Definition 

Reference Power Pref Reference Power of injection during steady phase. 

PV power PV Power generated by the PV plant. 

Energy Storage System power ESS Power extracted by the Energy Storage System. 

Previous Injection PI 
Average power or energy injected in the previous 

period. 

Data Period DP Time period of data. 

Backup stored energy Backup 
Minimum amount of energy stored before the 

beginning of the start of increase phase. 

Maximum increase/decrease 

slope 
S 

Maximum increase/decrease of power or energy per 

period. 

Decreasing Energy needed D 
Minimum amount of energy stored to ensure a no-

failure decrease phase. 

Low charged storage status LC Percentage of storage use considered low. 

High charged storage status HC Percentage of storage use considered high. 

Regulation band B 
Range of variable power in steady phase, being Pref the 

medium point. [Pref-B; Pref; Pref+B]. 

Current time H Current time of the data period. 

Injection Start START Earliest possibility of injection start. 

End Increase Phase EI 
Time when the increase phase has to end, after it 

steady phase starts (h:00 or h:30). 

Start Decrease SD 
Time when the steady phase has to end, after it 

decrease phase starts (h:00 or h:30). 

 
In the chart and in the calculation tool power and energy are used sometimes with no 
obvious difference. Whether power is mentioned, it is the average power in the data 
period; if energy is used it is the product of the average power times the time in the data 
period.  
 

3.3.2.1. Simulator Decision Maker 

The simulator decision maker is the most important thing in the logic algorithm. It is the 
main brain in the simulation process; it decides the injection phase according to which the 
energy will be injected. The current phase decision depends upon the time. 
This part of the calculation tool makes sure that: 

• There is only one injection curve a day (as requested). 

• The simulator does not inject more than the available energy in the current 
moment even if it means to be penalized.  

• There is no injection after penalty within the same hour of penalty. 

• The re-injection power, after penalty, is at the requested level. 

• There is no injection before the “start” time (safety reasons). 

The simulator makes decisions only taking into consideration what is known up until the 
current moment and it does not make any forecasts. The injection curve looks similar to 
the pattern in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Injection pattern example. 

 
In Figure 15 it is possible see the logics flow on the decision making process. 
 

 
Figure 15: Calculation tool decision making flow chart. 

 

3.3.2.2. Increase Phase 

In this phase the injection power increases until it reaches Pref. The increase range goes 
from 0 to 14.85kW per minute (Equation 3).Therefore, in this phase the power can be the 
same as the power in the previous temporal period, but never less. The temporal period 
used in the calculation tool is 5 minutes, but in real injection it will be checked by minute. 
This statement implies that in case of an injection start, the energy injection has to 
continue at the same power level or be increased. Another important point to have in 
mind is that the power has to reach Pref at a certain moment and that the power increase 
has a maximum value. To achieve this and to avoid penalties, the injection power has to 
reach some milestones prior to the “end of increase phase” time. This leads into two different 
ways of increase phase injection: sharp and smooth: 
 
In the sharp increase the injection power always increases the maximum value per minute 
(14.85kW), reaching Pref (990kW) in about 67 minutes. 
 
In the smooth increase the injection power does not always increases the maximum and 
oscillates within the possible increasing range of values, therefore this increase phase will 
last more than 67 min. 
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To ensure that the production will always increase (or at least be the same) some energy is 
stored in the ESS prior the first energy injection into the grid. This amount of energy 
(Backup) lowers the penalty risk during the increase phase. The backup value may be varied 
for the different months to optimize the system final production. This technique is useful 
for sunny days when the PV plant generates more energy than what is possible to inject, in 
those days a low value of backup would be used. Whatever technique used for the increase 
phase, there are “power millstones” which have to be passed on time in order to avoid 
penalties. 
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The logic flow chart of the increase phase can be seen in Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16: Calculation tool increase phase flow chart. 
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3.3.2.3. Steady Phase 

In this phase the injection has to be equal to Pref, with a variation range of ±2.5% of 
Pnom. This means that the injection range is [928.125 – 1051.875] kW (Equation 2). The 
variability will depend upon the PV generation and the status of the ESS. 

• If the ESS has a high charge and the PV generation is enough the upper limit 
will be injected (1052kW). 

• If the ESS has a low charge and the PV generation is not enough the lower 
limit will be injected (928kW). 

• In any other conditions Pref will be injected (990kW). 

• ESS high and low charge are variables. It is needed to find an optimum value 
depending on the capacity and climate conditions. 

 

 
The use of the regulation bands is based on the idea of injecting more power when there is 
energy surplus and less power when the ESS is at a low state of charge, therefore this 
technique reduces the penalty risk and increases the final production of the plant. 
The logic flow chart of the steady phase can be seen in Figure 17. 
 
 

3.3.2.4. Decrease Phase 

In this phase the injection power decreases from Pref till 0kW. The decrease range goes 
from 0 to -14.85kW per minute (Equation 3), therefore in this phase the power can be the 
same as the power in the previous temporal period, but never more. 

Figure 17: Calculation tool steady phase flow chart. 
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The decision of whether decreases the power or not depends upon the energy obtained in 
the current time (PV+ESS), if this energy is greater than “Decreasing Energy needed” the 
power injected is the same as the injected in the previous temporal period if not the power 
is decreased. This technique increases the final production by ensuring that the ESS will be 
empty by the time when the power is decreased to 0kW and reduces the penalty risk 
during decreasing phase. The logic flow chart of the decrease phase can be seen in Figure 
18. 
 

 
 

3.3.3. Variable Techniques 

As mentioned in the different injection phases various injection techniques have been 
developed to increase the final production, either by decreasing the penalty risk or by 
increasing the energy injection into the grid. 
 

3.3.3.1. Increase / Decrease slope 

The maximum slope explained in Equation 3 is settled for this plant in 14.85kW/min for 
power increase or decrease; the minimum slope is 0kW, this means: 

• The minimum time for the increase or decrease phase is 67min, but there is no 
maximum time. 

• The power in the increase phase can be, at the end, close to Pref for as long as 
needed. 

• The power in the decrease phase can be close to Pref for as long as needed. 

 

Figure 18: Calculation tool decrease phase flow chart. 
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3.3.3.2. Injection timing 

Injection timing in this matter is as important as the value of the injection power in order 
to avoid the penalties; therefore a method to be on time in the “end of increase phase” has 
been developed. This method “forces” the system to reach certain millstones at certain 
time during the increase phase to make sure that Pref will be reached on time. The “end of 
increase phase” and “end of steady phase” times can be modified to optimize the system 
production in the different months. The importance of it lies on that those times used for 
the injection have to be informed to the grid operator to avoid penalties. 
 

3.3.3.3. Regulation bands 

The regulation bands allow the injection in the steady phase to be modified without 
suffering penalties. The simulator uses it in an ideal way by supposing that the electric 
devices will work at a constant power and perfectly adjusted. The regulation band may be 
modified in the simulator. 
 

3.3.3.4. Backup 

The backup energy lowers the risk of an extra injection of energy before the “end of increase 
phase”, when this energy has been stored in the ESS the injection starts in increase phase. 
This little amount of energy eases a proper power increase in case of clouds within the 
increase phase time. If the backup energy is fixed in 0kWh the system will start to inject 
energy as soon as the PV generator starts. In the opposite case of fixing an unreachable 
value for backup, this injection will never happen until is requested by the system (sharp 
increase). 
 

3.3.4. Tool limitations 

The simulation tool has some limitations to have into consideration when checking the 
results of it, 

• It does not take into account the energy loss inside the ESS by long time of storage 
(self-discharge), this energy has been disregarded since the lost energy is only  
around 5-10% of the storage per month (Sony, 2012). 

• The data used is from the Guadeloupe reference plant and the Performance Ratio 
of this plant is included in the energy production. 

• The energy production data of the plant comes with a time resolution of 5minutes, 
therefore is supposed that the power within those 5min is the same. 

• When it is spoken about ESS efficiency, this includes the battery efficiency + 
converter efficiency. 

• Regulation bands are set as the electric devices is ideal with an, efficiency = 1.  

• It does not take into consideration any weather forecast. 
• It can simulate all the available data (386 days) or in sets by months, for example. 
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4 Results and analysis 
The results obtained from the simulations with the designed tool will be shown in order to 
compare them and obtain valuable information on the dimensioning of the ESS for the 
real plant. These results will help to foresee the final plant production and the incomes for 
the sale of energy. 
 
 
4.1 Possible Scenarios presentation 

There are several possible scenarios to dimension the PV plant + ESS. With the help of 
the calculation tool some of them will be explored and used to obtain information. 
 

4.1.1. Inclination Angle 

A study of the optimum inclination angel of the plant on the Martinique Island is done. It 
is assumed that the optimum inclination angle would be similar to the one used in the 
reference plant in Guadeloupe, since they distance between plants is only about 200km. 
However, since the restrictive conditions for this plant are quite special a study is carried 
on to check it. 
 
To do so, the 20 years average meteorological values from Meteonorm are used. These 
values have a 1minutetime resolution, but are based on an average of 20 years. Hence, they 
will not be valid for obtaining the real production since they do not show the clouds at any 
specific time and the average curve is smooth. 
 
Meteonorm data set gives Horizontal beam radiation, Gb, Gd, Diffuse horizontal radiation 
and G*, Total horizontal. Based on the equations from (Duffie & Beckman, 2006) the 
tilted radiation, H, is obtained for a given angle. Along with this calculation and using 
Equation 7 the generated power will be calculated for the given angle. 
 

 
Equation 7: Generated Solar Power. 

 
The variables used in Equation 7 to calculate the power output are: 

• H, Irradiation on inclined plane in W/ m2. 

• A, Panel area in m2. 

• η, PV panel efficiency. 

• PR, Performance Ratio. 

After calculating the power output and simulating the generated energy by the PV+ESS 
plan during the average year the final result shows than the optimum angle is 12º of 
inclination south oriented. In Figure 19 the generation as a function of inclination angle of 
the PV array is shown. 
 
To obtain these results the following assumptions have been made taken from a Schüco 
PV panel (Schüco International KG, 2012): 

• η=14.6% 

• PR = 80% 

• Panel area = 60*(156*156) mm 

• Plant Power 2475 kW 

• Energy Storage System = 800 kWh 
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Figure 19: Energy generation with inclination angle variation in Martinique Island. 

 

4.1.2. Capacity 

The most important variable in the PV+ESS plant is the ESS capacity. The larger storage 
capacity, the more energy can successfully be injected, but this capacity increase comes 
along with an increase in expenses which should be carefully taken into consideration. 
Therefore a capacity study is done, to understand how storage capacity affects in the whole 
plant production. An important figure to consider is the percentage of produced energy 
which is successfully injected into the grid, that is, after energy penalties. The successfully 
injected energy has to follow the requested pattern. 
 
For this study, the following values have been assumed and kept constant during the 
simulation of the whole production year. The assumed values are those which give an 
optimum energy production: 

• The maximum Power of charging is C2, meaning that for a constant power the 
battery is charged in 2 hours. 

• During steady phase the ESS regulation is fixed as: 
o Low charge <45% 
o High charge >60% 

• Backup value = 190kWh 

• Deep of discharge = 80% 

• Charge and discharge efficiencies = 100% 

• Converter efficiency = 100% 

• The injection tempos are: 
o End increase phase, 8:30 
o End steady phase, 12:30 

In Figure 20 is possible to see how the successfully injected energy increases with the 
increase of storage capacity. Also the penalty energy decreases slowly with the capacity 
increase. Even though, the dumped energy decreases to 0 with a capacity equal to 6500 
kWh, there is still some penalty energy. The reason why this happens is because of the 
“bad-weather days” in which the Pref should be decreased to a lower value than 40% of Pnom 
in order to inject energy according to the pattern. The study is carried on with a maximum 
capacity of 6500kWh since at that point is obtained the maximum energy successfully 
injected.  
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In Figure 20 it is also possible see that even without any storage capacity about the 30% of 
the PV plant produced energy is injected according to the pattern. 
 

 
Figure 20: Percent of Produced / Injected Energy with capacity variation. 

 

4.1.3. Influence of PV degradation 

An important figure to take into consideration and study is the PV degradation during the 
plant’s life. This degradation will affect the PV generation and therefore the whole plant 
energy production. This degradation is supposed to be the 20% of the initial generation in 
the 20th year, decreasing linearly 1% per year. 
 
As studied with the simulation tool the linear decrease of PV production does not have a 
linear effect on the amount of injected energy and it varies depending upon the storage 
capacity. The reason why this happens is because of the dumped energy; if the storage 
capacity is full the effect of decreasing PV production in the final output is not as direct as 
in other cases. In Figure 21 it is shown that the effect of a 20% decrease production due 
PV degradation against the ESS capacity. In the figure the successfully injected energy of 
the 1st year is compared with the successfully injected energy in the 20th year. It is possible 
notice than in most of the cases the 20% degradation implies a smaller reduction in the 
final amount of injected energy. There are exceptions when energy penalties increase, like 
in cases with low energy storage capacities and when the dumped energy approaches 0. 
The minimum effect of the degradation is between 1000 and 1500 kWh of ESS capacity, 
this means right after the low values of capacity which suffer an increase of penalties. After 
the minimum, the effect increases to the maximum due the reduction of dumped energy. 
 
In further calculations the decrease of injected energy due PV degradation will be used 
taking into consideration the ESS capacity and the degradation year. The decrease of 
injected energy will be estimated linear over the 20 years of plant’s life. This estimation will 
take 0% decrease for the 1st year and the maximum decrease for the selected ESS capacity 
in year 20th. 
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Figure 21: Percent of production decrease in year 20 compared to year 1 due to a 20% degradation of the 

PV-panels over the 20 years. 

 

4.1.4. Influence of ESS degradation 

Another important figure to take into consideration is the degradation of the storage 
system due to the number of cycles and due to time. According with the manufacturer, 
using them with a DOD of 80%, and with the given power of for charge/discharge, and 
the number of cycles predicted by the simulation tool, the batteries in the ESS have to be 
replaced every 10 years. The useful capacity after those 10 years will be 74% of the initial 
capacity. It is supposed that the degradation during the 10 years is continuous and stable.  
This degradation affects in a direct way to the production; a 1000kWh capacity ESS with a 
90% remaining capacity is the same as a new 900kWh capacity ESS and therefore their 
final generation when joint to a PV system will be the same. This degradation is applied 
also to the charge power of the ESS. 
 
The ESS degradation was calculated for 1600kWh of capacity being used around 3500 
cycles (including micro-cycles) per year. As the amount of cycles do not change much for 
the different capacities it is possible assume that the ESS degradation is constant whatever 
the used capacity. In Figure 22it is shown how the amount of charge cycles is always 
slightly higher than the discharge cycles, this fact is due the way of accounting micro-cycles 
in the calculation tool. 
 

 
Figure 22: Charge/Discharge cycles versus capacity. 
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4.2 Results comparison 

Some figures need to be used in order to make decisions about the ESS capacity to be used 
in the plant; therefore all the important variables and their results are compared and 
studied. To obtain those results simulations have been run with the simulation tool. 
 

4.2.1. Generation and ESS capacity 

A comparison between the ESS capacity and the generation obtained is done. This is an 
economical comparison, in which both figures are measured in Euro, €. To do so, the 
generation of the 20 years is calculated, taking into account the effect of PV degradation 
and the ESS degradation as explained in previous chapters. The result is the Net Present 
Value (NPV) of the plant depending upon the capacity. The NPV calculation is shown in 
Equation 9 (Kandpanl, 2003).In this comparison the following assumptions have been 
made: 
 

• Optimization of generation: 
o The maximum Power of charging is C2. 
o During steady phase the ESS regulation is fixed as: 

� Low charge <45%. 
� High charge >60%. 

o Backup value = 190kWh. 
o Deep of discharge = 80%. 
o Charge and discharge efficiencies = 100%. 
o Converter efficiency = 100%. 
o The injection tempos are: 

� End increase phase, 8:30. 
� End steady phase, 12:30. 

o PV degradation = 20% in 20 years. 
o ESS degradation = 26% in 10 years and then replacement for a new set. 

• Economic Indicators: 
o Total cost of the PV+ESS plant including control system (C). 
o PV plant cost (PVC) = 3€/Wp = 7.425.000€.(Butler, 2012). 
o ESS cost (B) = 800€/kWh times the ESS capacity (year 0).(Butler, 2012). 
o Discount Rate (r) =7%.(NREL, 2009). 
o Energy successfully injected into the grid in year “n” (En). 
o Energy price (f) = 0.35€/kWh (year 0).(EDF, 2012). 
o Energy annual price increase (g) = 5%.(NREL, 2009). 
o No maintenance. 

 

 

Equation 8: Total plant cost (PV+ESS). 

 
 

 

 
Equation 9: Net Present Value calculation. 
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In Figure 23 the NPV, profit and plant cost of the PV plant is shown plotted against the 
capacity. It is possible notice that up to a certain capacity the NPV of the plant increases 
and after that decreases slowly. The cost of the plant increases at a constant rate as the 
storage capacity increases since the PV plant has a fixed size. The plant with highest NPV 
is given by a capacity of 1670kWh. 
 

 
Figure 23: Net Present Value of plants depending upon storage capacity in the ESS. 

 
Another main economic indicator to take into consideration while evaluating a plant and 
during the decision taking time is the Pay-Back period or the period which it takes for the 
whole plant to be repaid. This calculation may include the discount rate, as given by the 
discounted Payback period; or the interest rate can be left out to give the simple Payback 
period. 
 
As the cash flows over the plant’s life are not uniform the Payback study has to be done 
taking into consideration the different year’s cash flow. In the discounted Payback period 
the discount ratio (r) and the energy annual price increase (g) are taken into account. For 
the calculation of the simple Payback period only the net annual savings are taken into 
account. For both calculations the battery replacement in the 10th year is considered. 
Equation 10 calculates ”n” or the year when the plant is paid back, using the simple 
payback method. In the same way Equation 11 calculates ”n” using the discounted 
payback method. (Kandpanl, 2003). 
 

 

Equation 10: Simple Payback period calculation. 

 
 

 

Equation 11: Discounted Payback period calculation. 
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In Figure 24 is shown how this time varies with the different capacities. The plant with the 
lowest pay-back period is given by a capacity of 1070kWh for both simple and discounted 
methods. 
 

 
Figure 24: Pay-back period of the plants depending upon storage capacity in the ESS. 

 
Another interesting economical figure to evaluate the plant is the benefits to cost ratio. 
This figure shows whether a project is profitable or not. To be more specific the aggregate 
benefit to cost method is used, this method takes into account the discount ratio (r) and 
the energy annual price increase (g). For a plant to have benefits and using this method the 
value has to be over 1. (Kandpanl, 2003). In Figure 25 it is possible see the variation of this 
figure depending upon the ESS capacity. The capacity which gives the maximum value for 
the B/C ratio is 1050kWh. 
 

 
Figure 25: Benefit to Cost ratiodepending upon storage capacity in the ESS. 

 
 
The previous economical studies have a strong dependence on the assumed values, 
especially to the discount rate (r) and to the energy annual price increase (g). This 
sensibility to the variations encourages a brief study carried on and presented in Table 10. 
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Through this study is possible see how the NPV, Payback and B/C values decrease or 
increase and changes its optimum values to a greater or minor value of ESS capacity 
depending if discount rate or energy annual price increases or decreases.  
 

Table 10: Variation of economic indicators depending on r and g. 

 

NPV Payback B/C 

Indicator Value Maximum Value Maximum Value Maximum 

r increases Decrease Smaller Increase Smaller Decrease Larger 

r decreases Increase Larger Decrease Equal Increase Equal 

g increases Increase Larger Decrease Equal Increase Larger 

g decreases Decrease Smaller Increase Smaller Decrease Equal 

 
 

4.2.2. Generation and monthly optimization 

The values, results and optimizations given so far have been calculated in the annual basis, 
but it is possible to optimize the calculation tool for the different months of the year, as 
explained before. By doing this would be possible to increase the production of the whole 
plant and obtain a better understanding of how the tool works and what effects different 
variables have. An example of optimization has been made using as capacity 1600kWh and 
the variables in the different months can be seen in Table 11. Those variables are settled 
after having run some simulations. The variables presented in the table are the ones which 
optimizes the production of successfully injected energy into the grid. 
 

Table 11: Variables used over the year to obtain an optimum energy generation. 

Month End Increase Start Decrease Backup (kWh) 

January 9:00 12:00 140 

February 9:00 12:30 150 

March 8:30 12:30 150 

April 8:30 13:30 230 

May 8:30 12:00 220 

Jun 9:00 12:30 200 

July 8:30 12:30 270 

August 8:30 13:00 220 

September 8:30 13:00 100 

October 8:30 12:00 150 

November 8:30 13:30 80 

December 9:00 12:30 160 

 
The variation of generation during the months of the year can be seen in Figure 26. It is 
possible notice than a high PV generation does not mean a high production and therefore 
the ratio is lower in cases when the PV generation is high and it becomes greater when the 
PV generation is low since there are fewer losses in that case. 
 
The generation when the calculation tool is optimized in annual basis for 1600kWh of ESS 
capacity is 1348.4kWh/kWp and can be seen in Figure 27.If it gets the monthly 
optimization the whole generation is 1364.5kWh/kWp. The increase is not big but on a 
monthly basis the final value is the average of the monthly production no matter how 
many days of study are given for that month. This method gives a more accurate result. 
An example for cloudy day can be seen in Figure 28 and another for sunny day can be seen 
in Figure 29 for the monthly optimization presented above. 
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Figure 26: Ratio of injected energy against PV energy generated in the plant over a year.  

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

PV Generation 1717 1810 1748 1659 1480 1829 1801 1614 1709 1561 1389 1260

Production 1417 1447 1418 1418 1233 1521 1489 1334 1437 1316 1219 1123

Ratio 83% 80% 81% 85% 83% 83% 83% 83% 84% 84% 88% 89%
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5 Conclusions 
• To meet the requirements of this project there is no need of having a weather 

forecasting system. Almost every day in study have more PV production than what 
is possible feed-in with a medium-size ESS, this mean that only a few exceptions 
per year have a significantly low PV production. These days are the called “bad-
weather days”. These days are completely predicable and the solution to increase the 
final output could be decreasing the Pref from the 40% stabilized. In Figure 30 an 
example can be seen where Pref is settled in 20% of Pnom. 

• A general weather forecast could be useful to do small adjustments to the injection 
curve for the following day as suggested by Beltran et al., in “Predictive Power Control 
for PV Plants With Energy Storage” (Beltran et al., 2012). 

• Having an ESS it is not economically profitable unless there is a need of meeting 
certain restrictions while injecting energy to the grid. Unless an ESS would be used 
in this plant the final NPV after the 20 years of useful life would be negative.  

• The study shows that the size of the ESS varies depending in which economic 
indicator is used as a priority. As the ESS have to be replaced after 10 years of 
operation an increase of capacity is suggested since a decrease in lithium price is 
expected. (Deutsche Bank, 2010). 
Depending on the economical figures the ESS optimum size could be: 

o NPV: the ESS size which gives the highest NPV is 1670kWh. 
o Pay-back: the ESS size which gives the shortest pay-back period is 

1170kWh. 
o Benefit to Cost: the ESS size which maximizes the ratio is 1050kWh. 
o Annual Production: the ESS size which gives the highest annual 

production is the largest. In this case simulations have been done up till 
6500kWh and can be considered a maximum. 

• The obtained empirical data from Guadeloupe Island is acceptable to use for the 
simulations since the optimum angle, the irradiation and ambient temperature at 
both sites is about the same. Therefore no correction factor has been used. 

• The accuracy of the results given depends on the uncertainty of the meteorological 
data used. Therefore the uncertainties in the data restrict the conclusiveness of the 
results. 

• For a fixed capacity of ESS; low discharge efficiency reduces more the final plant 
production than low charge efficiency. The reason why is because when the ESS 
discharges energy is to meet a system requirement, therefore the energy is needed. 
Contrary to what happens with a low charging efficiency; the amount of energy 
stored decreases but it can be stored in a future point with energy that might have 
been lost due a full storage capacity (dumped energy). 

• The first estimation done by the company was for a 3600kWh ESS capacity a 
production of 1400kWh/kWp. After the simulation, it is calculated that to obtain 
1400kWh/kWp it is only required an ESS capacity of 2100kWh. 

• The maximum budget aimed by the company for the ESS was 0.9€/Wp = 
2,227,500€. Using this budget it is possible acquire an ESS with 2785kWh of 
capacity. The final production with this ESS would be 1454kWh/kWp, which is 
better than the aim of 1300kWh/kWp. 

• To obtain the company aim of 1300kWh/kWp production it will only be necessary 
an ESS of 1190kWh capacity which implies a budget of 0.38€/Wp.   
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7 Annexes 
Table 12: Martinique Monthly Horizontal Plane Solar Irradiation. 

Martinique Horizontal Plane [kWh/m2] -monthly- 

 

Meteonorm NASA 

 
 

PEREZ BOLAND Meteonorm 

 

Average 

Month 

Dh 

[kWh/m2] 

Bn 

[kWh/m2] 

Dh 

[kWh/m2] 

Bn 

[kWh/m2] 

Gh 

[kWh/m2] 

Gh 

[kWh/m2] 

Gh 

[kWh/m2] 

1 60 146 56 151 150 166 158 

2 61 132 54 141 150 170 160 

3 72 159 62 169 186 206 196 

4 74 157 65 162 184 209 196 

5 82 142 71 151 185 210 197 

6 87 112 76 124 169 188 179 

7 92 120 79 132 179 205 192 

8 82 139 71 146 182 203 193 

9 76 127 68 133 164 182 173 

10 72 122 63 132 157 178 167 

11 60 114 56 119 133 151 142 

12 59 136 56 141 142 157 149 

TOTAL 877 1606 777 1701 1981 2224 2103 

 
 
Table 13: Guadeloupe Monthly Horizontal Plane Solar Irradiation. 

Guadeloupe Horizontal Plane [kWh/m2] -monthly- 

 

Meteonorm NASA 

 
 

PEREZ BOLAND Meteonorm 

 

Average 

Month 

Dh 

[kWh/m2] 

Bn 

[kWh/m2] 

Dh 

[kWh/m2] 

Bn 

[kWh/m2] 

Gh 

[kWh/m2] 

Gh 

[kWh/m2] 

Gh 

[kWh/m2] 

1 57 130 54 133 135 162 148 

2 65 109 59 116 136 166 151 

3 70 144 62 151 170 210 190 

4 75 143 65 149 176 212 194 

5 84 130 73 140 179 214 197 

6 89 112 76 124 171 206 188 

7 89 118 76 131 176 213 195 

8 87 123 76 132 176 210 193 

9 69 125 61 130 156 187 172 

10 75 100 67 109 145 178 161 

11 62 96 58 100 122 152 137 

12 56 119 54 121 126 152 139 

TOTAL 878 1449 783 1536 1868 2261 2064 
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Table 14: Martinique Monthly Inclined Plane Solar Irradiation. 

Martinique Inclined Plane [kWh/m2] -monthly- 

 Meteonorm Inclined 12º 

 Perez Boland PVSYST - NASA 12º TOTAL 

Month Perez Hay Gueyard Skartveit Perez Hay Gueyard Skartveit AVERAGE Gain Perez Hay Average Gain AVERAGE Gain 

Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] [%] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] [%] Gk [kWh/m2] [%] 

1 169 166 167 166 170 167 168 166 167.38 1.12 191.27 189.10 190.19 1.14 178.78 1.13 

2 163 161 161 160 163 161 162 161 161.50 1.08 187.04 184.80 185.92 1.10 173.71 1.09 

3 193 191 192 191 193 192 192 192 192.00 1.03 216.38 213.90 215.14 1.04 203.57 1.04 

4 182 181 182 181 182 181 182 181 181.50 0.99 207.00 205.20 206.10 0.99 193.80 0.99 

5 177 177 178 177 177 177 178 177 177.25 0.96 199.95 198.40 199.18 0.95 188.21 0.95 

6 160 160 161 160 159 160 160 160 160.00 0.95 176.10 175.20 175.65 0.93 167.83 0.94 

7 170 171 171 171 170 170 171 170 170.50 0.95 192.51 191.27 191.89 0.94 181.20 0.95 

8 178 177 178 177 178 177 178 177 177.50 0.98 197.78 195.92 196.85 0.97 187.18 0.97 

9 166 165 166 165 167 165 166 165 165.63 1.01 186.90 184.50 185.70 1.02 175.66 1.01 

10 166 164 165 164 167 165 165 165 165.13 1.05 191.58 188.79 190.19 1.07 177.66 1.06 

11 146 144 145 144 147 145 145 144 145.00 1.09 170.10 167.40 168.75 1.12 156.88 1.11 

12 161 157 158 157 161 158 159 158 158.63 1.12 181.97 179.80 180.89 1.15 169.76 1.14 

TOTAL 2031 2014 2024 2013 2034 2018 2026 2016 2022.00 1.03 2298.58 2274.28 2286.43 1.03 2154.22 1.03 
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Table 15:  Guadeloupe Monthly Inclined Plane Solar Irradiation. 

Guadeloupe Inclined Plane [kWh/m2] -monthly- 

 Meteonorm Inclined 12º 

 Perez Boland PVSYST - NASA 12º TOTAL 

Month Perez Hay Gueyard Skartveit Perez Hay Gueyard Skartveit AVERAGE Gain Perez Hay Average Gain AVERAGE Gain 

Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] [%] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] Gk [kWh/m2] [%] Gk [kWh/m2] [%] 

1 152 150 151 150 153 150 151 150 150.88 1.12 187 185 186.00 1.15 168.44 1.13 

2 148 145 146 145 148 146 147 146 146.38 1.08 184 182 182.98 1.10 164.68 1.09 

3 176 175 175 175 177 175 175 175 175.38 1.03 221 219 219.95 1.05 197.66 1.04 

4 175 174 175 174 176 175 175 175 174.88 0.99 212 210 210.75 0.99 192.81 0.99 

5 173 173 174 173 173 173 174 173 173.25 0.97 205 203 204.29 0.95 188.77 0.96 

6 162 163 164 163 162 162 163 162 162.63 0.95 193 191 192.15 0.94 177.39 0.94 

7 168 168 169 168 168 168 169 168 168.25 0.96 202 200 200.73 0.94 184.49 0.95 

8 173 172 173 172 173 172 173 172 172.50 0.98 206 204 204.60 0.97 188.55 0.98 

9 159 158 158 158 159 158 159 158 158.38 1.02 193 191 191.70 1.02 175.04 1.02 

10 153 151 152 151 154 152 152 152 152.13 1.05 193 191 191.89 1.08 172.01 1.06 

11 134 131 132 131 134 132 132 132 132.25 1.08 173 170 171.60 1.13 151.93 1.11 

12 142 139 140 139 142 140 141 140 140.38 1.11 177 175 176.24 1.16 158.31 1.14 

TOTAL 1917 1901 1909 1900 1919 1903 1911 1902 1907.75 1.03 2345 2321 2332.87 1.04 2120.06 1.03 
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Figure 27: Example of annual calculation tool with 1600kWh of ESS capacity.
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Figure 28: Cloudy day example, 2nd of April. ESS: 1600kWh. 

Figure 29: Sunny day example, 5th of April. ESS: 1600kWh. 

Figure 30: Bad-weather day example, 6th of May. ESS: 1600kWh. Pref = 20%Pnom. 
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